
Sidney Island Ecological Stewardship Committee 

Q&A:  PART ONE 

What is the Ecological Stewardship Committee? 

The Ecological Stewardship Committee (ESC) exists to manage the natural 

attributes of the island. The committee does deer management, forestry 

management, species monitoring and ecological planning. 

What is the history of the Ecological Stewardship Committee? 

Prior to 2012, separate committees managed the deer and forestry. In 2012, 

Council created a single committee to recognize the interdependence of the 

forest recovery and deer reduction. 

What is the mandate of the ESC? 

The mandate of the ESC has been to reduce the deer population, manage the 

forest and attempt to restore a healthy balance in the island's ecosystem. The 

committee is currently working on a 5 year plan, parts of which will be ready for 

this year’s AGM, that will spell out the work proposed to further this mandate. 

Why do we need an Ecological Stewardship Committee? 

In short, for species diversity. Intense logging and and hyper-abundant deer have 

had a huge impact and the damage is ongoing: many of our most 

iconic survivors—arbutus, big leaf maple, Garry oak, ocean spray, nootka rose, 

camas lilies and scores of others —are unable to propagate themselves to this 

day, and will die out in due course if there is no intervention. 

Are we that different from other Gulf Islands? 

Yes, in two ways, one bad, one good. The bad: we’re something of a poster child 

for deer damage because in the late 90s and early 00s we endured extreme deer 

abundance and the impact was greater than elsewhere because fallow deer—



our particular overabundants—ate everything. The good: we have a strata 

corporation that can co-ordinate an effective joint effort at stewardship (and the 

only other landowner, a national park, is also deeply interested in stewardship 

and partners with us in deer management and species diversity plans). 

What has been done about this so far? 
 

DEER: Over 4500 fallow deer have been removed and the greening is apparent. 

FOREST: We have opened hundreds of hectares of forest by spacing and 

pruning the youngest stands and thinning older stands: the forest is left healthier, 

more light fosters understory shrubs, and removals are devised to relieve diverse 

species. 

MONITORING: In preparation for encouraging species recovery as deer 

populations fall we have built monitoring exclosures and systematically 

inventoried shrub species to create baseline information from which we can 

gauge recovery. 

What principles guide the work of the Ecological Stewardship Committee? 

First, the Statutory Building Scheme: 

to provide for the development and use of the property in ways that will 

preserve its natural environmental attributes and aesthetic values, protect 

the privacy and enjoyment of owners, enhance the value of the property 

and harmonize recreational and residential uses with the management of 

the forest and other resources on the property 

As of 2016, the Community Plan: 

We value a healthy natural environment for the enjoyment of current and 

future members of the SFS (Sallas Forest Strata) community and are 

guided in its recovery and preservation by our commitment to sustainable 

practices. 



The continued recovery and preservation of the natural environment, in 

particular, of forests, ponds, and plant life, for the enhanced enjoyment of 

the island by owners. 

What credibility does the committee have? 

We partner with Parks Canada and their conservation biologists, we work 

routinely with UBC professor Peter Arcese who has studied and written 

expansively on the Gulf Islands biosystems, we confer with provincial Wildlife 

Branch and academic wildlife veterinarians about deer management practices, 

and we have had numerous inputs from conservation biologists through owner 

contacts. We have always sought Council and ownership approval for our plans. 

Are your plans and intentions accessible to owners? 

We have made presentations at AGMs over the years, but since not everyone 

can be at every AGM (or remember details from years gone by) we are now 

storing our own documents and reports on our own website 

(https://sidneyislandeco.wordpress.com/) which, while still a work in progress, 

already has some interesting reading: please see the 2011 policy 

paper "Stewardship of Sidney Island's Natural Resources: Objectives and 

Guidelines" (click here) for a more detailed discussion on the principles and 

objectives underlying the ecological management activities. 
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